
Daisy Farm Crafts
Crochet Red Gingham Blanket

Pattern by Tiffany Brown

MATERIALS

Caron Simply Soft (100% acrylic, 170 g/6 oz, 288 m/315 yds)
3 skeins Autumn Red, 3 skeins White
Size M/9.00mm hook, tapestry needle, scissors

SIZE

Finished size 40 in x 40 in

STITCHES

Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, yarn over (YO) and pull up a loop, YO, pull through two loops on
hook.

Half Double Crochet (HDC): YO, insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through all 3
loops on hook.

https://www.yarnspirations.com/patons-shetland-chunky-yarn/241078.html
https://www.yarnspirations.com/patons-shetland-chunky-yarn/241078.html
https://www.yarnspirations.com/patons-shetland-chunky-yarn/241078.html


PATTERN

Before you start, take two of the red skeins, find the end that comes out of the middle, hold both strands
together and wind into a ball. Put the ball into a bowl to use throughout the project and you will have less of a
headache when the yarn starts to twist after every row. Trust me. Just do it. This is one other obstacle for this
blanket, but it's small compared to the task of weaving in a lot of ends if you were to cut off between color
changes. Combine two whites together and combine a white and a red to make one striped. Start with the red
and the stripe balls first.

Chain 78 in red. (Pattern repeat is 11 + 1 if you’d like to make your own size, just remember to buy more
yarn)

Row 1: In the second chain from the hook, SC. In the next space, HDC. Alternate SC and HDC for the
next 9 chains. Insert your hook into the 11th chain space, yarn over and pull up a loop but then stop, and
change colors. Pull through and finish the SC with the striped red. HDC into the next stitch with the new
color, and crochet OVER the red. You are bringing it along with you - through your work. Continue the
alternating SC and HDC and continue changing colors every 11 stitches.

Row 2: Chain one and turn. You should have ended the row with a SC in red. Bring the stripe around the
end of your work and continue crocheting over this strand. Work your first SC into the SC you just made
of the row below. Then, work a HDC into the HDC. continue across to the end of the row. Chain one and
turn.

Rows 3 – 9: Continue switching colors every 11th stitch. Pull through the last stitch with the stripe chain
one and turn. (You are now ready to start the next blocks of alternating strip and white.) (Another note:
look at your tension, did 9 rows high make your blocks square? Do you need another row? Or could you
have stopped at 8. This is adjustable. You want the blocks square and it doesn't matter how many rows you
make, just make them square.)

Row 10: Cut off the red leaving a long end to weave in later, about nine inches. Work your alternating SC
and HDC into the next 11 spaces. However, at the 11th stitch, pull through with white. Now work the
pattern across alternating white and stripe. Continue for 9 more rows.

Repeat this pattern for the rest of the blanket. Make it 7 blocks wide by 7 blocks high, or however you’d
like to make it. This crochet gingham blanket is a large baby blanket size. I'd buy one more set of colors if
you want to make it longer and wider. And if you go wider, chain 100 so you start and end with the same
color.
 



BORDER

For the border, first I wove in all the ends with the tapestry needle. Then, I simply inserted my hook in any
stitch on the side of the blanket and worked a row of SC all the way around, working 3 SC into each
corner. I joined at the end of the round, chained one and did one more round of SC into each SC, working
3 SC into each corner again. Then joined, cut the yarn and wove in the last end.

To get your red crochet gingham blanket primo looking, lay it out on a beach towel, grab a spray bottle and
gently wet the blanket and smooth it out and shape it into a square with your fingers. I had one corner that
kept curling on me and I sprayed that with a bit more water, pressed with the towel, and it flattened right
out. Then, let it dry. I did not have that problem with this blanket however. It's personal preference and
completely up to you.

xo, Tiffany
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